
10 Videos That Prove That Things Just Got Quite A Bit Weirder
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Can you feel it?  The past several years have been a time of wars and rumors of wars, pestilences,
major natural disasters, a global inflation crisis, and a rapidly growing global food crisis.  So much bad
stuff has already happened, but I have been hearing from so many people that have a feeling that
things are about to get a whole lot worse.  It is almost as if we are about to reach a major historic
turning point and things are about to go to an entirely new level.  Unfortunately, it appears that events
have already started to really amp up within the past several days.  So much is happening all over the
globe, and I am going to touch on a number of the most important items in this piece.  The following
are 10 videos that prove that things just got quite a bit weirder…

#1 Was it another “Chinese spy balloon”?  The Pentagon has confirmed that it just shot down another
“high altitude object” that was flying over Alaska.

#BREAKING: White House: Pentagon downed unknown object flying in US airspace within
the last hour off Alaska coastline pic.twitter.com/4ufrzGBlOj

— VINnews (@VINNews) February 10, 2023

#2 Is China preparing for something?  A Chinese satellite apparently just shot a “wall of mysterious
green lasers” near Hawaii.

WATCH ? Suspected Chinese satellite reportedly shoots wall of mysterious green lasers
down to earth, spotted over Hawaii pic.twitter.com/k8ORTVsWgZ

— Insider Paper (@TheInsiderPaper) February 9, 2023

#3 The U.S. military just test launched a Minuteman III intercontinental ballistic missile.  We are being
told that this launch was intended as a “message to Russia”.

WATCH: US Air force Global Strike Command launched an unarmed Minuteman III
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intercontinental ballistic missile equipped with a test reentry at 11:01 PM Pacific Standard
Time, Feb. 9 from Vandenberg Space Force Base, California. pic.twitter.com/kto2SmvM82

— Ryan Chan ??? (@ryankakiuchan) February 10, 2023

#4 The mainstream media is almost entirely ignoring one of the most important stories of the decade. 
Meanwhile, on Russian television they are talking about how these revelations could literally spark a
nuclear war.

?
#5 Is another pandemic coming?  The World Health Organization has announced that the world 
“must prepare” for an H5N1 bird flu pandemic that could soon sweep through the human population of
the planet. 

NEW – WHO's Tedros says we "must prepare" for a potential H5N1 human bird flu
pandemic. pic.twitter.com/4Y3asCMN9S

— Disclose.tv (@disclosetv) February 9, 2023

#6 An extremely angry mob of radical activists just stormed the Oklahoma State Capitol while it was in
session, but nobody in the mainstream media will dare call it “an insurrection”.

A mob of #trans activists took over the Oklahoma Capitol building to try & stop the state’s
Republican lawmakers from passing bills that would outlaw the transitioning of minors &
require teachers to inform parents if students identify as trans. pic.twitter.com/TPxdhKe9Eq

— Andy Ngô ???? (@MrAndyNgo) February 7, 2023

#7 Somehow, CBS was able to line up an absolutely perfect sponsor for Sam Smith’s “tribute to Satan”
at the Grammy Awards.

Wait for it … pic.twitter.com/9SsSKK0Mac

— The Post Millennial (@TPostMillennial) February 6, 2023

#8 I’m sure that Zelensky just has a cold or something.  There is nothing suspicious about his behavior
at all.

pic.twitter.com/zrcM9pvntq

— Clown World ™ ? (@ClownWorld_) February 10, 2023

#9 The collusion between the federal government and Twitter to censor free speech was 
far more comprehensive than any of us originally realized.

#10 It is being reported that “part of the sun has broken off and formed a vortex”.  Scientists are 
admitting that they have never seen anything quite like this before. 
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Talk about Polar Vortex! Material from a northern prominence just broke away from the
main filament & is now circulating in a massive polar vortex around the north pole of our
Star. Implications for understanding the Sun's atmospheric dynamics above 55° here
cannot be overstated! pic.twitter.com/1SKhunaXvP

— Dr. Tamitha Skov (@TamithaSkov) February 2, 2023

*Bonus Video* A modern day “Viking” jumps off a snow-covered mountainside with two very sharp
axes into a tiny pond of water.

If you need proof that men and women are not the same.

The science is settled.

pic.twitter.com/DmGfeGKA3t

— It’s Ma’am, PhDelightful (@ItsGoneAwry) February 9, 2023

 

Global events have begun to greatly accelerate, and I expect the remainder of 2023 to be incredibly
chaotic.

by Tyler Durden
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